Make Better Decisions, Faster

SiliconExpert provides you with the relevant data and insight needed to remove risk from the supply chain. Over 400 electrical, software, and data engineers handcraft our component database to deliver the most comprehensive and current tools in the industry.

400+ engineers and experts breaking down component data to ensure accuracy.

Manage Risk
Easily identify components at risk and gain an in-depth look into electronic component lifecycle statuses, multi-sourcing, available inventory, and environmental compliance data.

Avoid Redesigns
Find fit-form-function cross references to avoid redesigns and provide multi-sourcing options that proactively help with design decisions.

Mitigate Obsolescence
Avoid out of stock or costly last time buy situations and shift towards proactive planning with PCN alerts, years to end of life forecasts, and part risk analysis.

Contact us for more information at:  WWW.SILICONEXPERT.COM/CONTACTUS
SiliconExpert's component database brings you everything you need to know about millions of parts, hundreds of product lines, and over 15,000 manufacturers -- all in one location. The content is standardized across manufacturers using a common market classification system, providing users with normalized data. SiliconExpert's solutions reduce the time you spend finding, cross referencing, and data-cleansing electronic components -- freeing up your time to focus on the next big thing.

**OUR SOLUTIONS**

**Part Search™**
Search over 300 million components for cross references, lifecycle, parametric, obsolescence forecasts, regulation compliance, and inventory data. A subscription to Part Search gives you instant access to the data you need to make smarter decisions with an easy-to-use search bar.

**BOM Manager™**
Scrub and manage BOMs from a centralized location and proactively monitor the risk factors that affect your business. A subscription to BOM Manager gives you the ability to make more informed decisions in your data management process.

Contact us for more information at: [WWW.SILICONEXPERT.COM/CONTACTUS](http://WWW.SILICONEXPERST.COM/CONTACTUS)